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Abstract

We consider interacting electromagnetic and electron-
positron fields as a nonmetrized space-time 4-manifold.
The Dirac and Maxwell equations is found to be a rela-
tionships expressing topological and metric proprieties of
this manifold. A new equation for the weak interaction
is proposed that explains geometrical mechanism of CP-
violation.

We had recently shown that the free Dirac field can be considered
as a curved nonorientable closed connected space-time 4-manifold
[1]. Its fundamental group consists of four gliding symmetries and
the Minkowski space appears as the manifold covering space. It
is shown now that interacting Dirac and Maxwell fields can be
considered as a single closed connected nonmetrized 4-manifold.
Electric and magnetic fields appear within such approach as com-
ponents of the curvature tensor of the manifold covering space and
the Dirac spinors appear as basic functions of the manifold funda-
mental group representation. Above concept differs from the one
of general theory of relativity by two main points: we geometrise
not only the field but the field sources also and we represent the
field and its sources not as a riemannian 4-space (object with difi-
nite shape) but as a nonmetrized 4-manifold (object without def-
inite shape).

We start with the known equations for interecting clasical elec-
tromagnetic and electron-positron fields [2]
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4 a jp.

Y, ~a^ = 3k, jk = exp* mrf. (3)

Here h = c = l,xi = t, x2 = 1,13 = y,Z4 = z,^w is the tensor
of electric and magnetic fielfs, j4jfcis£/ie4-potential, 7J. are Dirac
matrices, ip is the Dirac spinor, m and e are mass and charge of
an electron.

It is shown that in (1) the expression V* = d/dx/, + ieAk can
be considered as the translation group generator into a conformed
pseudoeuclidean 4-space and ieAk appear within such approach as
Ffc —the contraction of a riemannian connectivity FL of this space
(Ffc = r£p). Multiplied by the reflection operators 7̂  the S7jt gives
the representation of a local gliding symmetry group in this space
with the Dirac spinors as basic vecors of the represetation. All
this gives the opportunity to interpret (1) as the metric relation
for a closed connected nonorietable nonmetrized 4-manifold with
a conformal pseudoeuclidean space as its universal covering space.

Now we use a relation between a riemannian connection and a
riemannian curvature tenor i ^ , [3]

nq __ UL h ULki , p8 pP pg pP

After contraction over q and I we obtain

By comparison (2) and (4) we can write down the equations
(1-3) using only geometrical notations

4

ill Vi i> ~ H Ha Va i> - mi>i (5)
a=2

t=h, (6)
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where R?k has the form (4).
Finally, we have the following geometrical interpretation of

electromagnetic field.
1. Electromagnetic and electron-positron field can be considered
as a single closed connected nonmetrized 4-manifold.
2. Potentials A), is defined by the connectivity of the manifold
covering space Tk [ieAk = Tk).
3. Electric and magnetic field components are defined by the com-
ponents of the covering space curvature tensor iE,* (ieFtk = Rik)-
4. Dirac spinors appear as basic functions for the manifold funda-
mental group representation.

We now show that, in a one-particle approximation adopted in
this work, weak interaction can be represented as a manifestation
of the torsion in the covering space of a 4-manifold representing
field and its sources. Let us first consider the case where the elec-
tromagnetic field is absent, i.e., the curvature of covering space
is zero. A space with torsion but without curvature is called the
space with absolute parallelism [4]. Thus, the challenge is to de-
termine how does free-particle equation change if the interparticle
interaction is due only to the torsion, which transforms the pseudo-
Euclidean covering space into a space with absolute parallelism.
Let us denote the torsion tensor by 5 ^ ; then the problem can
be formulated as follows. It is necessary to "insert" the tensor
Sim or some of its components into free-particle equation so that
the resulting equation remains invariant about the Lorentz trans-
formations and adequately describes the experimental data (e.g.,
violation of spatial and time symmetry by weak interaction).

Among the spaces with torsion, there are so-called spaces with
semisymmetric parallel translation |4]. The torsion tensor S^m for
such spaces is defined by the antisymmetric part of connectivity
and can be represented in the form

Here, Si is a vector and Af is the matrix of rotation group
representation. The vector Si has the property that the infinitesi-
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mal parallelogram remains closed upon parallel translation in the
hyperplanes perpendicular to this vector. One may thus assume
that in the presence of vector Si the spatial isotropy breaks in such
a way that the isotropy is retained only in the indicated
hyperplanes. Assuming that the trarislational symmetry is re-
tained along Si, while the symmetry of free-particle equation is
retained in the hyperplanes perpendicular to this vector, one can
recast this equation as

Here, the Xx axis is aligned with the vector Si and Ok denotes
two-row matrices of 3-dimensional rotation group representation
with the spinor basis (here ip is a two-component spinor). Ev-
idently, Eq. (7) violates both spatial and time symmetry. The
question of how does Eq. (7) account for the other properties of
weak interaction and how does it relate to the results of the stan-
dard model of electroweak interaction will be considered in detail
elsewhere.
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